ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Digital Elevation Models (DEM) , representing real terrains have become popular in recent years. Such data is usually given under the form of large uniform sample sets, or elevations. Its usage has a wide spread, from urban planning to the generation of dedicated maps in Geographical Information Systems (GIs). For this reason, rendering this data is an important problem in computer graphics. In order to achieve this task, a solution is to generate a planar approximation of the surface using triangles. However, due to the amount of data, rendering the full model is still an issue. Researchers have studied many optimization methods to improve this task. Most techniques are based on selecting a subset of the elevations, or possibly generate more relevant ones, in order to lower the amount of triangles to be rendered. Triangulations are classified Network (TIN) [l] . In this paper, we propose an approach which starts from a RTG and builds an adaptive grid handling irregular sample sets. We propose an efficient mechanism for generating multiple levels of details. Our method presents several advantages over TINS. First, we don't need to recompute the triangulation between successive levels of details, secondly the successive triangulations are embedded and well adapted for multiresolution. These characteristics are not met by TIN. The embedded data structure allows progressive rendering and transmission, when used in a network context. We present two different approaches: the first one is based on the optimal tree pruning algorithm G-BFOS (first proposed in [2]) and provides a decimation scheme, whereas the second one provides a fast refinement scheme. We compare their performances in a rate-distortion (RD) framework.
REGULAR TRIANGULATED GRID

Construction of the Triangulation
The triangulation is built in a top-down fashion. Consider a sample set of size n = N x N , where N = 2Pf 1, then starting with an initial triangulation composed of two triangles, one recursively subdivides each of them.
One will be able to do p + 1 such subdivisions. Figure   1 shows three triangulation levels (level 0 is not represented) and the sampled elevation points (black dots).
A binary tree stores the subdivisions, where each node represents a triangle. For n elevations, the tree depth is h = 210ga(N -1) and the levels range within 0.h. 
Sibling Triangles
In the generated structure, some triangles share the same hypotenuse, thus a common midpoint. We call these ones sibling triangles. One has to consider these triangles in order to avoid shape discontinuities while computing an arbitrary level of details. Consider the simple example of Figure 2 , the triangles at level 1 in the tree must be merged (or split) jointly in the structure to avoid a surface crack (also known as Tvertex) .
Sibling triangles are present at almost every levels in the tree structure and create triangles splitting/merging dependencies. Figure 3 and Figure 4 depicts respectively the necessary operations to split/merge triangles in the structure. In both figures, the black node is split/merged. The gray nodes show the influenced ones. We analyze now some properties of the triangulation that will be used to calculate algorithms complexities. The tree nodes dependencies are static and can be expressed in closed-form. For any triangle, one can then compute its splitting domain and its merging domain. A triangle splitting/merging domain is formed by the set of all triangles that one has to split/merge jointly with this particular triangle. Figure 5 shows an example of splitting domain and merging domain. In the left hand-side of the figure, one can see that splitting the filled triangle t requires 6 forced splits (domain size is 6). In the right hand-side, one c p see that merging triangle t requires 29 forced merges (domain size is 29). Figure 7) gives the percentage of triangles per intersection count. This function is important since it will weight the cost of am iteration step of the decimation algorithm (see Section 3.1).
Unlike in the previous case, a triangle t and its sib- 
Decimation Algorithm
The decimation algorithm is based on a modified implementation of G-BFOS, an optimal tree pruning algorithm [3]. A previous work [2] has shown the opportunity to use G-BFOS for decimation of terrain data, however, the authors did not consider sibling triangles. This consideration is definitively important to preserve the continuity of the terrain and to evaluate correctly the tree functionals (see below). Moreover, the planar approximation of the terrain is produced by interpolating linearly its elevations to generate triangles. This model leads to a non-monotonic behavior of the distortion metric (L2 norm).
We recall now the G-BFOS algorithm and present the modifications to support constrained trees. We first recall the notations used by Gersho 
L2 norm (distortion) between two subtrees, then typically ul(S) = r ( S ) and u2(S) = d ( S ) . However d ( S )
is not a monotonically increasing function in our case since, given a particular subtree St, it may exist a pruned tree S t < St such that Ad(St)Ad(St) 5 0 (non-monotonicity). The algorithm starts at the point u(T) which is on the convex hull, computes the magnitude X ( t ) = * of the slope to every other configurations (St is the subtree to prune to obtain the new tree configuration) and choose the minimal one. The corresponding subtree is pruned and the magnitudes X are updated to take into account the new tree configuration. The algorithm is iterated to obtain the successive approximations. It has been shown that configurations on the convex hull are embedded [4]. We prove in Appendix that the non-monotonicity of the functional d(.) do not affect the optimality of the solutions.
As said in section 2.2, merging two triangles (or equivalently pruning a subtree) requires merging all the triangles of its domain. Given a subtree St where its root node correspovds to a particular triangle, we denote its domain by St. One can see that, for the algorithm to operate correctly, the tree functionals must be also evaluated on each triangle domain. Then, the value X is redefined as The complexity of the initialization step, which consists in computing the initial tree functionals values for each triangle is proportional to O(n) (see Section 2.2). The algorithm complexity is influenced by the size of the domains, since for each triangle belonging to S t one needs also to update all the magnitudes X of its ancestor nodes (see [3] ). The cost of such update depends on the triangle domain size m, thus in total (m + 1) logn. Experimentations permit us to evaluate the practical value of the factor c = m + 1. Since most prunings are done near the leaves, its value remains small (see Figure 10) . We conjecture then that clogn M logn. One needs also to update the triangles which domain contains one of the merged triangles. Function I[i] (Figure 7) shows that the expected cost is m E ( I ) M logn. Assuming that we need to merge the n nodes, the expected complexity of the algorithm is O(n1ogn).
Update Factor c
Terrain Edge Size the tree functionals for each of its leaves and update the X magnitude for the triangles which domain contains one of the split triangles. Since this operation is directly dependent of the triangle splitting domain, its cost is approximatively log n (see Figure 8) . Assuming that each triangle is split., the expected complexity of the algorithm is O(n log lib).
Performances and Conclusion
We present here the simplifications of a 257x257 DEM of Zermatt in Switzerland. The original DEM produces a RTG of 131'072 triangles. Figure 12 and 13 present (top-viewed) approximations at different rates whose results are reported in Table 1 . The SNR is computed as 10 loglo(e,ax/e,), where emax is the maximum squared error (approximation with two triangles) and e, is the measured squared error. We added, for comparison, t,he results obtained using a RTG (uniform grid) . Figure 11 compares the RD curves of the refinement (bottom curve) and decimation (top curve) methods.
The decimation algorithm gives good results in term of RD. An interesting question is how far from the optimal solutions are the approximations? Albeit our algorithm was based on an optimal tree pruning algorithm for unconstrained trees, it did not permit us to conclude about optimality. The tree constraints lead to a complex data structure, and pruning optimally such structure is still an open problem. Although the refinement algorithm does not perform much better than a simple planar approximation (RTG) in term of RD, visually significant details (like peaks for instance) are very rapidly emphasized, which makes it 
